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AGRICULTURE IN THE CLAY BELT OF NORTHERN ONTARIO
JON KENT
Ontario College of Education

WITHIN THE Canadian Shield, the Great Clay Belt of Northern Ontario and
Quebec, covering roughly 70,000 square miles, is the largest area of potentially
arable land. Although, most of this vast plain has been accessible to settlement
for nearly half a century, only a few thousand acres are presently in use as agricultural land. Moreover, the present farmland is only the remnant of an earlier
and larger agricultural area, much of which is no longer under cultivation and now
consists mainly of abandoned farms in various stages of reforestation.
The purpose of this article is to explore the principal problems of contemporary
agriculture in the Ontario Section of the Great Clay Belt (Figure 1). Usually
referred to as the Cochrane Clay Belt,l this segment is generally considered to
encompass 16,000,000 acres of which the 187,166 acres designated as farmland
in the District of Cochrane according to the 1961 Census of Canada are under
discussion here.2
PHYSICALCHARACTEROFTHECLAYBELT

To illustrate the physical base, Figure 1, redrawn from the Atlas of Canada,
shows roughly the area of the deposits of the Lake Barlow-Ojibway complex of
late-glacial time from which the Great Clay Belt originated. It is an area in which
“probably different parts were covered by the proglacial lake and subsequent smaller
lakes at different periods and for different lengths of time,”3 and in which the clays
are not continuous. In depth they vary from thin layers of a few inches to maximum
depths of about 250 feet. In extent the whole belt tapers towards the west-being
600 miles long and at its widest in the east about 260 miles north to south. Elevations are nowhere great, the highest reaching only 1,325 feet at the R.C.A.F.
Station at Ramore, and the lowest 860 feet at Lake Abitibi. The “height of land”
forming the southern boundary of the clay belt is a series of rolling rock-knobs
between 1,000 and 1,500 feet in elevation, extending from Cheminis on the Quebec
border to Geraldton in the west. The drainage flows through a number of large,
parallel, canal-like rivers northward to James Bay but, in the interstream tracts,
drainage is generally very poorly developed, especially on the broad, flat clay
plains. Nowhere is there an unlimited lowland of uniform clays awaiting the farmer’s
attention, though some remarkably large pockets of varved clay do exist.
The whole area is underlain by crystalline rocks, frequently outcropping as knobs
or ridges projecting through the glacial debris. In a few places, occasional remnants
of isolated Ordovician and Silurian sediments are to be found at the surface. The
other principal terrain features are glacial landforms comprising eskers, moraines,
and pro-glacial lake features dating from the last stages of the Wisconsin glaciation.
Thus, the surface features are varied: shattered and faulted basement rocks that
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form the higher elevations alternate with extensive tracts of sands and gravels, and
with poorly drained, former lake floor areas of clays that usually underlie extensive
recent peat accumulations.
Generally, the soils are podsols, except where the varved clays have impeded the
downward leaching of organic material. Where this has occurred, the soil is richer
but tends to be very acid, ill-aerated, and usually extremely sticky. Locally, sands
and gravels, associated with large eskers extending north and south throughout the
width of the clay belt, underlie lighter soils which invariably require supplemental
nutrients for proper management and crop growth. Hills states: “Over 85 per cent
of the Cochrane clay belt is imperfectly to poorly drained; peat and peat-glei soils
are most common. A grey-wooded type of soil profile is found on all well-drained
clay materials. Podsol profiles are common on the sands and also occur as superimposed profiles in grey-wooded soils, in which the upper fayers are loamier than
~ better soils for agriculture lie on sandy outwash spreads
normal in t e x t ~ r e . ”The
or along the well-drained banks of incised streams, though, in the latter case, they
are susceptible to severe gullying.
The climate in the clay belt is classified under the Koppen system as Dfb.
According to Thornthwaite, its moisture index is B:! and its thermal efficiency index
is C21.
L. J. Chapman has summarized the climate as follows:
Northern Ontario, lying between the Upper Great Lakes and Hudson Bay, has a
modified continental climate. Since the longest weather records in the province show only
a small rise in average temperatures during the last century the present normals may be
expected to approximate the climate of the future. In summer (July) the settled sections
have temperatures of 61” to 67°F. In January the isotherm of 0°F. runs through the
northern clay belts. In the spring the curve of average temperatures reaches 42°F. about
April 24 in the warmest sections and May 5 in the Cochrane-Kapuskasing district, but
the average date of the last killing frost is a month or more later. In the fall, the
northern settlements cannot expect frost-free weather after the first week in September
while a comparable date at North Bay, Sudbury, and Fort Frances is September 20. The
average precipitation varies from 20.5 to 42.6 in. and fortunately it is heavier in summer
than in winter. Serious deficiencies of soil moisture are not frequent. The surplus water
is about 6 in. less on the Manitoba than on the Quebec boundary.5

The climatic data from stations in the clay belt indicate that the frost-free period
averages ninety-four days, and that the growing season is only slightly under two
months. During the last thirty years the temperature regime has been generally
detrimental to crop growth on an average of one year in two, and destructive to
full production about one year in five. Although these statistics must be considered
in the light of the fact that very few crops are grown to be matured, most being
used as green fodder, the short growing season does keep crop acreages low and
thereby raise production cost per acre. Similarly, the late summer maximum of
precipitation is often detrimental to crops. Several days of rain and cloud cover,
along with low temperatures, may keep grains and hay from ripening or, frequently,
wet them to the extent that they cannot be dried prior to partial spoiling. Thus crops
may be completely ruined or damaged sufficiently to reduce their value considerably.
Apart from their obvious locational relations and the species limitation imposed
by the Bored type of climate, tree species reflect the character of the drainage. The
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area is dominated by black spruce, the principal pulpwood of Ontario, which occurs
in pure stands on most of the lower areas. With a moderate rise in elevation to
drier sites, the forest composition changes from pure spruce to a mixture of poplar,
white birch, black and white spruce, and balsam fir. There are three important
exceptions to this mixed forest: pure jack pine on very dry sandy or rocky sites;
pure poplar on tills; and a tamarack-black spruce association in the muskegs. The
jackpine and poplar stands usually originate after forest fires.
It should be noted that governmental policy in Ontario has been to retain forest
land in public ownership, leasing to operators for varying lengths of time, the right
to cut and remove timber from the public domain. In the clay belt, large areas of
potentially arable land have been kept from settlement where woodland is leased
on a long-term basis to major pulp and paper interests. Thus, in effect, farming is
restricted to a narrow band along the principal highways, although agriculture has
no need for more land, because, as will be indicated below, forestry is the logical
use for most of the land in the clay belt.
AGRICULTURAL SETTLEMENT

As early as 1856 the Commissioner of Crown Lands for the Province of Canada
stated that in the whole settled area of the country (the St. Lawrence-southern Great
Lakes region), little good land remained available for agriculture.6 This concern
eventually led in 1901 to a reconnaissance survey of the then unsettled clay belt
to determine its agricultural potential. The resulting report stated that there were
large tracts of arable land, extensive tracts of merchantable timber, and deposits
of mineral wealth in northern 0ntari0.~As a consequence, betweep 1902 and 1905
the Ontario government built the Temiskaming and Northern Ontario Railway to
New Liskeard, and in 1908 extended it to Cochrane; the Grand Trunk Pacific (now
Canadian National Railways) completed its northern span between 1911 and 1914;
and in 1913 the National Transcontinental, through Cochrane from Quebec City,
was finished. Settlement followed almost immediately, the Cochrane area being
surveyed in 1908, and in the characteristic optimism of the times being visualized
as the “Winnipeg” of northern Ontario. The Northern Development Branch of the
Department of Highways concentrated first on building main roads into the clay
belt and then opening up concession roads as development progressed. In part
because of the widespread publicity given to the spacious northland, settlers came
north at a rapid pace. By 1915 the areas immediately around Cochrane and
Matheson were occupied by farmers, and more concession roads, following a
zone close to the railway, were hewn out of the forest in short order. Kapuskasing,
which originated as a “prisoner of war” camp during World War I, received its
first settlers in 1915 but land sales in that area were few until 1921 and 1922.8
In this early period of settlement, although the government of Ontario actively
encouraged people to become farmers in the clay belt, it was without any definite
land-settlement policy. Rather, prior to 1936 individual land selection prevailed
so that many lots were alienated regardless of the distance from a travelled road,
Many “farmers” picked lots only with the idea of cutting timber, and therefore they
made only a few haphazard land improvements to meet the minimum government
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standards for occupation. Subsequently, when the timber was removed, or the best
of it, such lots were abandoned, the “farmers” then moving on to secure a profit
on other lots elsewhere. As a result, concession roads frequently were built into
areas where land abandonment soon followed the completion of the road. On the
other hand, many settlers managed to clear land, build dwellings, and procure
stock, all by means of the sale of timber, or of settlers’ loans and seed grain liens.
During the war years, 1914 to 1918, when numerous settlers left the clay belt
to enlist in the armed forces or to engage in war work, much stock was sold and
farm improvements allowed to deteriorate. To alleviate this problem, a system of
farm relief was instituted in 1916; it was based primarily on the amount of stock
a man possessed-the more stock he owned, the smaller the subsidy he receivedobviously a policy intended to support the smaller farms. After the war, settlement
again began to grow because of the Soldier-Sailor Settlement Agreement, through
which veterans were granted 160 acres of land in the clay belt and paid their
moving expenses to the property.
During the twenties, the prices for timber were high, resulting in a second period
of timber stripping and subsequent abandonment of newly alienated land by
pseudo-farmers. By 1925, in an attempt to curtail this form of “mining,” lots were
split so that a settler could locate only on seventy-seven or eighty acres and, until
he had fifty of these under cultivation, could not obtain more Crown land.9 The
official reason given for this change in policy was that, because the clay belt was
flat and free of stones, only one-half as much cultivable area was required as in the
rest of the province.
During the great depression of the 1930’s, a co-operative scheme was arranged
between the Dominion government, the provincial government, and certain southern
municipalities, through which financial aid was given to unemployed men in the
depressed areas of the south if they would settle on farms in the north. Under
this plan, the Relief Land Settlement Scheme, the two senior levels of government
and the municipality from which the settler came, each contributed $200, the total
$600 grant being used for transportation, land purchase, building, and equipment1°
Although applicants for this aid were screened by a board representing the three
governments, a large number of the settlers who subsequently located under the
scheme were not farmers, and could not cope successfully with the harsh northern
environment. Some apparently had a limited knowledge of farming in southern
Ontario but had no idea of how to farm in the clay belt; many had experience only
on cleared land and did not take into account the fact that most of the land in the
clay belt had to be cleared prior to cultivation; others had absolutely no knowledge
of farming or even of how to cut pulpwood. Thus, although the well-meaning
Settlement Scheme induced many new men into the north, its success as a permanent
farming venture was extremely limited.
Until 1961 (at which time Crown land in the clay belt was temporarily withdrawn from sale pending the completion of a re-examination of government policy
on land sales) settlers could obtain Crown land for farming anywhere in northern
Ontario at 50 cents an acre and by adherence to the Public Lands Act (1936).
Since then, however, Crown land has been available only under a scheme which
sells the land according to its value and under a more rigid selection of applicants.”
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If an applicant is approved, a hundred acres may be rented for a period of five
years at an annual rental fee of 50 cents per acre. If by the end of this period he
shows satisfactory progress towards establishing himself as a full-time farmer, he
may then purchase the land at not less than the minimum market price. The latter
is currently $2.00 per acre, plus the value of all forest products on the land and of
any improvements existing at the date of the first rental. This policy has drastically
reduced the number of new farmers purchasing Crown land; there have been only
five since 1961.13
Although the rather weak governmental policies governing agricultural settlement
of the clay belt in the past-much encouragement but little capital-did little for
the settler except to provide him with cheap land, an assessment of the present
agricultural potential of the area indicates that this approach was in the end
unwittingly wise. By way of contrast, one may look at Quebec’s portion of the
Great Clay Belt in which a rural population is being maintained at public expense
on an insufficient economic base, whereas Ontario, mainly because of its initial
policies of neglect, is not now faced with the subsidization of an area which has
a very limited agricultural potential.
CONTEMPORARY AGRICULTURE

The most obvious feature of agriculture in the clay belt is the lack of a regional
pattern. Although the climate permits the utilization of cropland for hay, pasture,
and small grains, it prohibits the production of cash crops on any large scale. Thus,
farming in the clay belt has been limited to dairying, mixed farming, and a small
number of specialized farms. At present, full-time farmers constitute less than oneeighth of the total number of farmers.
Fluid milk producers are engaged in the most profitable farm activity and more
or less surround four urban centres-Timmins, Cochrane, Kapuskasing, and Hearst.
Milk prices in the clay belt are the highest in the province, ranging from $5.85 a
hundredweight at Hearst to $5.25 at Matheson.13 Dairy Farms which do not hold
ffuid milk contracts are forced to produce cream-an
operation which earns only
$3.00 a hundredweight of milk. Although the revenue from dairy products has
averaged only $900,000 annually over the past six years, this figure constitutes
about 60 per cent of the total revenue derived from agriculture in the clay belt.14
Nevertheless, the production of fluid milk is limited by two major factors. First,
because the small local population severely limits the market, the number of farmers
with milk contracts is likewise small. For example, the dairies at Hearst are supplied
by thirty farms, at Kapuskasing by twenty, at Cochrane by thirteen, at Timmins by
fifteen, and at Matheson by only three. Secondly, fluid milk transport costs are,
in general, too high to make the movement of milk to the south profitable. In fact,
production costs themselves are high because of the expense of concentrate feeds
and a winter feed period which is six weeks longer than in southern Ontario. The
“flow” of milk is therefore from south to north.
Mixed farming vanes within a limited range. Hay dominates, oats and potatoes
being the only other common crops. Some farmers grow vegetables for their own
use, and in the southern clay belt they usually have dairy cattle and keep some
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sheep; beef cattle are scattered throughout the clay belt in herds generally ranging
from ten to fifteen head. At Val Gagne, turkey production is an exception to this
general pattern. The majority of the mixed farms are small and operate at a bare
subsistence level-equipment and buildings usually being in poor conditionbecause of a lack of capital and the unavailability of farm labour.
There are only four specialized farming operations in the whole clay belt. At
Timmins there is a twenty-five-acre vegetable farm, growing cabbages, raspberries,
strawberries, carrots, and beets in peat; the sole poultry farm in the clay belt is
located at Moonbeam where 6,000 hens produce eggs for the Kapuskasing area;
and two potato farms, each about thirty-five acres in size, sell mainly to their local
markets of Timmins and Cochrane, although part of each year’s potato crop is sold
as seed in southern Ontario. The lack of labour during the harvesting season
plagues this latter type of enterprise and threatens to force both farms to reduce
their acreages.
As in the past, the majority of farmers in the clay belt operate on a part-time
basis because, generally, they have found that they could not derive a satisfactory
living solely from agriculture. For some, their non-farm occupations are a means
to certain farm benefits or to obtain a small income; for others, they are an intermediate step in a complete departure from farming. However, as a result of this
method of operation, farms usually are in a run-down condition; for instance, hay
is often cut and baled but never used because the farmers have not had time to
bring it in from the field before it is ruined by the late summer rain.
AGRICULTURE MARKETS AND TRANSPORTATION COSTS

The local market for agriculture products is both small and scattered. Also,
because there is no dominant city to act as a service centre, the clay belt is serviced
from outside, chiefly from the Toronto area by means of the overnight highway
and railway connections. Local agricultural products therefore have a very limited
selling potential. Furthermore, farmers experience extreme difficulty in moving into
local markets. Poultry and vegetable farmers may sell locally only if their products
are available in quantity, because the chain stores prefer the more reliable volumes
and the more uniform quality of goods bought centrally in the south. For example,
the manager of the Val Gagne Farmers Co-operative estimates that 90 per cent of
the eggs consumed locally are imported.15 Thus, the cheaper production costs in
southern Ontario are detrimental to a northern farmer who raises poultry or
vegetables.
The marketing of local crops is also affected by the shortness of the growing
season. Because all crops must be planted about the same time, virtually all harvests
reach the market together. Also, because most farmers operate on a small scale and
therefore lack storage space, they must sell their crops immediately at the lowest
market price.
Costs for transporting clay belt agricultural products to outside markets are too
high to become competitive with other areas. Nor do these high transport charges
encourage specialized production for local markets. Because very little food processing is done in the clay belt, residents must pay transportation costs on their
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raw products shipped out and on their processed foods shipped in. The situation of
the potato growers illustrates the effect of transportation rates: although the clay
belt can produce potatoes if protected from high transport costs, it is estimated that
thirty-two times as many potatoes come north as go south.1° Furthermore, potato
growers in the clay belt have made little use of the provincial freight assistance
policy on seed potatoes. The freight charge on table potatoes from Cochrane to
Toronto is 98 cents per 100 pounds, while from the maritimes to Toronto an
agreed charge of 66 cents prevails. Moreover, potato growers are handicapped by
small freight volumes of seed potatoes, too small to make it profitable for the
railway to negotiate agreed charges.
FARM ABANDONMENT

Agriculture in the clay belt is in a process of adjustment from relatively unattractive on-farm opportunities to relatively attractive off-farm ones (Table I ) . In 1961
TABLE I
FARMABANDONMENT
(1961 as percentage of 1951)

Southern Ontario
Northern Ontario (excluding clay belt)
Cochrane Clay Belt
Quebec Clay Belt

Improved farmland

Number of farms

97
84
67
93

74
54
41
49

there were 900 farms in the clay b e l t 4 1 per cent of the 1951 number. However,
because a change in the census definition of the term “farm” exaggerates this decline,
perhaps a more significant index is the decrease in improved farmland to 124,489
acres in 1961 or 67 per cent of the 1951 total. Although this trend has been prevalent throughout the province, Table I shows that it has been more extreme in the
clay belt than in the two major regions of Ontario. Even more interesting is the
difference in the rates of decline between the Ontario clay belt and the Quebec clay
belt-the former an area of a laissez-faire policy, and the latter of government subsidization.
Farm abandonment is likely to continue, mainly because, for labour, agriculture
is in direct competition with mining and forestry. A miner may earn $15-$20 a
day, a man cutting pulp $25 per day, and a worker in the mill at Kapuskasing $2.20
an hour as a basic wage.17 High wages such as these not only attract a large number
of owners away from their farms, but also make hired help practically non-existent.
In addition, the area around Matheson loses potential farmers because salaried work
is available at the sixteen local mines, at the R.C.A.F. Station, Ramore, and at the
Bell Telephone television tower; employment opportunities in the town of Cochrane
have completely voided that area of full-time farmers except for those twelve who
have milk contracts; Kapuskasing with its large pulp and paper operations sustains
the whole labour force from Smooth Rock Falls to Hearst; and in Timmins and
Porquis Junction many farmers have been drawn into the mining industry. Farm
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abandonment also ensues when the older farmers die, for although the family may
use the farmhouse as a rural residence, actual farming ceases and the sons seek
higher standards of living in employment elsewhere.
THE FUTURE

The future of agriculture in the clay belt appears very limited, not because of the
climatic hazards as much as for reasons of economics. At present, Canadian agricultural output is capable of feeding a much larger population than it does, that is,
without using the clay belt to any significant extent. For instance, it is roughly
estimated that Ontario’s agricultural land has decreased by approximately 200,000
acres since 1961, but that at the same time the total output of products has considerably increased.
If agriculture is to remain in the clay belt on a full-time basis, it appears that it
must take one of three forms-cow-calf operations, dairy farming, or potato farming. There have been many suggestions concerning the feasibility of raising cattle in
the clay belt. Until recently, it had been thought that feeder cattle would be ideal
for the area, but several farm concerns have investigated the possibility and found
the costs of feed and transportation too high to be economical. Now, cow-calf
operations are being considered for the region. Because this type of operation does
not have the great feed demands of feeder cattle, costs would be lower and most, if
not all, the hay and roughage could be supplied locally. Similarly, transport costs to
the southern markets would be lower, because the weight being moved is smaller
than that of feeder cattle. Thus, it would appear logical that a cow-calf operation
would be more economically sound than would a feeder operation, especially when
crop incapable of
beef fattening at present relies on large quantities of corn-a
growth in the north.
The second agricultural possibility is the expansion of dairy farming on a limited
scale. Even though dairy farmers in the clay belt are today suffering competition
from dehydrated milk brought into the area, the fact that local markets are being
partially supplied by fluid milk coming from distances as far as 140 miles to the
south is an indication that the full potential of the fluid milk market in the clay belt
is not being met by local farmers. On the other hand, dairying is limited to local
markets because high production costs eliminate other outlets. At present, dairy
farmers in the clay belt fear a suggested provincial milk pool, which would reduce
if not eliminate their incomes because of high operational costs.
The third possibility is the growing of seed potatoes. Because of the vigorous
northern climate, the seed potatoes grown in the clay belt are a hardy variety, free
of disease, and are thus assured a market in southern Ontario and the maritimes.
The fact that a higher price is obtained for seed potatoes than for table stock also
justifies the production of the former in the clay belt. Furthermore, because over
50 per cent of the area’s table potatoes are brought in on the preferential maritime
freight rates, there is really no alternative to the growing of seed potatoes. In the
future, however, the operation could support only six to ten farms in all.
The future of full-time farming, if there is to be one, will likely occur by these
three means, while part-time farming is destined to remain in the clay belt as long
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as there are extractive industries in the region. But part-time farming is negligible
in terms of future agriculture production.

CONCLUSION

Today, the clay belt has relatively little to show for fifty years of agricultural
development. In certain areas, huge acreages of abandoned land indicate that many
individual efforts in agriculture have failed. Of the farmers who remain, less than
ten can be considered successful full-time farm operators. Weather hazards are
probably the most serious handicap, not only prohibiting the production of many
cash crops, but also on occasion damaging or destroying the staple crops. In most
cases, the lack of, or sheer distance to, markets restrict attempts at crop specialization. A third difficulty, and perhaps the major one, is the human element: for many
reasons, few farmers have the knowledge or necessary capital to be successful. All
these factors have in the past and will in the future make the clay belt an area of
sub-marginal farming. Perhaps a former Prime Minister of Canada had the clay
belt in mind when he said: “I am convinced that some of the land in Eastern Canada
that hardworking Canadians are trying to use as farms should go back to forest and
water conservation uses and those attempting to live on them resettled in more
rewarding surroundings.”ls
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